TOUGHNESS YOU
CAN COUNT ON

PENTAIR INDUSTRIAL PUMPS

pentair.com

APPLICATIONS
STRONG. DEPENDABLE. RELIABLE.
You have a lot depending on your industrial pumps. You need to
count on them to do their jobs, consistently and reliably, so the
systems you’re responsible for stay up and running.
Pentair has built a reputation for excellence by offering rugged,
heavy duty pumps designed to work in demanding applications.
More importantly, we’ve built that reputation through service to our customers.
Through our simple online specification tools and dedicated customer service
program, our mission is to keep your system running at peak performance.

COOLING TOWER PUMPS
Pentair® Fairbanks Nijhuis® and Aurora® Vertical Turbine and Split
Case Pumps can handle a broad spectrum of water conditions:


Raw water intake



Marine



Liquid transfer



Process services



Cooling water circulation



Volatile fluids



Booster service



Condensate



Storm water



Fuel pumps



Flood control



Mine dewatering

CIRCULATING WATER PUMPS
Pentair Fairbanks Nijhuis and Aurora Vertical Mixed and Axial Flow
Propeller Pumps are designed for municipal water, government,
industrial, irrigation, and other applications with moderate- to
high-volume fluid movement from moderate to low discharge
pressure discharge.
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Excellent low NPHS requirements



Minimum footprint – no priming required



Easily adaptable to various design codes



Can be modified for changing hydraulic conditions



Less wear due to lower operating speeds
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APPLICATIONS
FIRE PUMPS
Pentair® Fairbanks Nijhuis® and Aurora® Fire Pumps are trusted
around the world.


UL® Listed /FM® Approved and NFPA® 20 compliant



Vertical turbine, horizontal split case, vertically mounted
split case, in-line, and end suction pumps available

GENERAL SERVICE PUMPS
Pentair Aurora End Suction Pumps offer a comprehensive lineup of models to meet a
variety of applications.


Offered in vertical or in-line mounting, and sump pumps



Flanged and threaded connections available, depending on model
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APPLICATIONS
RAW WATER INTAKE PUMPS
Pentair® Fairbanks Nijhuis® and Aurora® Pumps are built to be rugged
and reliable, maximize service life, and reduce power consumption.


Available in both vertical turbine and horizontal split case models



Designed for raw water intake service

CONDENSATE AND HEATER DRAIN PUMPS
Pentair Aurora and Fairbanks Nihuis Vertical Pumps are built for the tough
task of moving hot condensate efficiently and reliably.


Broad material selection available to meet condensate properties



Available low NPSH impellers to minimize installation costs
and suction vessel length

NORTH AURORA FACILITY
800 Airport Road
North Aurora, Illinois 60542
Ph: 630.859.7000
Fx: 630.859.7060

KANSAS CITY FACILITY
3601 Fairbanks Avenue
Kansas City, Kansas 66106
Ph: 913.371.5000
Fx: 913.748.4025
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